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fact 

Only fresh fruits and vegetables 
are healthy. 

A healthy diet can include fresh, 
frozen, canned and dried produce. 

All processed foods are bad and full 
of chemicals. 

Most foods you see at the grocery store 
have been processed in some way. 
Processed foods that don't have a lot of 
added sugar or sodium can be a part of a 
healthy diet. Think: baby carrots, whole 
grain bread, plain yogurt, or chopped nuts! 
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WHOLE GRAINS 

NonTROP1caL NuTs & Seeos 
VeGeTaBLe 01Ls 
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Mg_th All foods labeled "natural" are good 

for you. 

Prepare food at home to 
control what is added. 

✓ Bring out the natural flavors in 
foods by using healthier cooking 
methods Like grilling, braising, 

✓roasting, searing, and sauteing. 

Add flavor with delicious 
herbs, spices, black pepper 
and citrus juices instead of 
sugar, salt and unhealthy fats. 

' SaLT/SoD1um SuGanv Dn1nKs 

✓ Compare food labels and 
choose nutritious foods 
with the lowest amounts 
of sodium. 

✓ Be aware of portion and 
serving sizes and total 
calories eaten. 

When it comes to food packaging, 
there is no official definition for the 
term "natural."• 

If I recognize the ingredients on the 
label, I have nothing to worry about. 

Even if you recognize the ingredients, 
the food may still have too much sodium, 
added sugars, and unhealthy fats. 
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Fca 11 T OR PRocesseD MeaTS -
choose lean or extra-lean meats instead 

I should avoid the middle aisles of the 
grocery store. 

There are many foods throughout the 
grocery store that can be part of a 
healthy eating pattern. 

WanT mone conTROL oven THe FOODS YOU BUY aT THe 

GRocenY sTone anD eaT aT nesTaunanTs? Join oun 

movemenT TO TeLL THe FOOD lnDUSTRY YOU wanT 
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Tal<e action at HeaRT.ORGISODIUffl. 


